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June 2012
President’s Message…….by Brian Hart

One of the most interesting challenges of being President of
the NPC has been the writing of a column for Larry’s publication each
month. He has put so much effort into producing the Monitor I always
feel a little pressure to keep up to his editorial standards. Nevertheless, it
has been a great opportunity to communicate with the membership of the
club to give you some idea of my thinking about photography and where I
am coming from with respect to providing some leadership on the
Executive. Despite myself, I will probably miss Larry giving me the
prompt that I am overdue with my report!

I t has been a real pleasure to serve as your President.
Photography is our hobby, and for most of us a passion that we have
pursued for many years. It is important that serving on the executive of
a club never becomes a burden or so demanding that it takes away
from what brought us to the club in the first place. It has been my
experience, one that I am certain is shared by the rest of the executive,
that we have a great balance in this club wherein a lot of good things
are happening and the work is being shared so well that nobody is
overloaded. A high degree of participation is the key and I would encourage our members
to get involved when the opportunity presents itself as it will really enhance the experience
of membership.
(continued pg. 2………………..)

IN THIS ISSUE…. President’s Message, 1 – 2; Featured Photographer, 3 – 6;
NPC Bulletin Board, 7 – 8; Photographic Essay – 9; Travels With Al, 10 – 13;
Wally Zeisig’s photos, 13; Outing photos, 14; The Last Page, 15.
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I want to thank the Executive for their
participation, skill and collegial approach to directing
the activities of the club.

Despite the fact that each person on the
executive has a specific responsibility, everyone
participated in the discussions and decision making and we did not move forward with an
idea unless there was a strong consensus. It has been challenging and rewarding and most
of all, a lot of fun.

Our many thanks go to Alasdair and his team for their terrific work on Safari, to
Sharon for managing the refreshments for all our social breaks and to all those who took
the time to help setting and closing the room.

Last but not least, thanks to the membership for your support over
the last two years. It has been a pleasure to work on your behalf.

Brian

“Hello fellow NPC'rs. I just wanted to send a quick note out, particularly to those of you who are

quite new to our club. It has been my experience that, if you want to see changes happen you
have to be on the inside. We are looking for some fresh new faces and fresh new ideas for our
wonderful photography club. I joined just about a year ago, after moving to Cobourg from
Chicago and not knowing anyone. I have met some great people who have inspired me to become
a better photographer.
The nominating committee will be sending out another email soon, asking for members to step
forward and take a position on the executive. Before you delete that email please consider
stepping up yourself. What have you got to lose? You have so much to gain. We are all
volunteers, we are all living busy lives and we all have so much to give. Think about it.
Monitor
ElaineThe
Amenta
Secretary NPC
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Ed. note: Each month we feature the photography of one of our club members.
The purpose of this is to broaden our familiarity with the individuals within our
membership as well as to promote each member’s artistic achievements. This
month we feature:

Lynda Ghent
“My name is Lynda Ghent. I was born in
Toronto, moved to Kitchener when I was
7 and grew up there until I was hired as
a teacher in Northumberland County. I
was an elementary school teacher for 34 years. I have recently retired and have
enjoyed every minute of my free time. I am a mother of two grown up daughters
and a grandmother of one grandson.”
“Recently I have travelled to New
York City, Alberta and Costa Rica.
I have been to Freeport,
Bahamas, Jamaica, the
Dominican Republic and Europe
and travelled through 8 Canadian
Provinces and many of the states
in the U.S.

The road between Banff and
Jasper has magnificent scenery
and it is pretty hard not to get a
beautiful photo.
I love to read and do jigsaw puzzles. But my favourite social activity is backstage
work in community theatre. I have collected and managed props for many stage
shows. I have also stage managed and have co-produced four shows for the VOS
theatre group. I have recently finished producing a very successful production of
Oklahoma.”
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“My father helped me develop the love of
photography when I was a teenager. My
first camera was a Kodak 104 instamatic
with flashcube. When we travelled to
various places on family vacations my
father showed me how to frame a shot. I
also enjoyed seeing his photos that he
would put on the old projector machines.

I do most of my image capturing when I’m
on a trip or attending special family
functions. Lately, the club’s outings have
provided me with a variety of opportunities
to take pictures of different subjects.”

“Most of my photos have
been taken with a point
and shoot Kodak camera.
I recently upgraded to a
Canon Power Shot S2 IS
and I am busy
experimenting with its
new features.”

Iguanas make good models. They love to pose for photos.
“I mostly love to take pictures of animals, nature and family. My grandson is a
new addition to the family and he has provided many opportunities for unique
and special photos. “ (See pg. 6)
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“My most memorable photographic
event was in Costa Rica. I was on a
riverboat cruise when we came up
close and personal with many whitefaced capuchin monkeys who were
down at the riverbank getting their
afternoon drink. We spent about 20
minutes along the shore
photographing these adorable
monkeys. “
(Look what the monkey is keeping an eye out
for while drinking!)

The crocodiles were plentiful in Costa Rica.
This remarkable photograph was
taken at the Donkey Sanctuary. From
the ground looking up, Lynda finds
the right angle, or position, to capture
an interesting image!
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Lynda’s favourite photo subject, her grandson, Baby Noah……….

Ed.’s note: There are few – if any, subjects more
beautiful to photograph than a baby child and Lynda
has captured these precious photos of her adorable
grandson, Baby Noah!

Lynda: it is obvious from the images you have
shared with us, that you have “an eye” for a large
variety of subjects and also have the ability to
capture them in their natural settings. Whether an
unusual portrait of a donkey, a drinking monkey
with an eye out for crocodiles, or a gurgling newborn
grandchild, you have the ability and confidence to
capture a wide variety of images. And, just as
importantly, a willingness to share your artistic
work. We thank you for being our June Featured
Photographer!!! We look forward to seeing more of
your lovely photographs in upcoming issues of The Monitor.
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1 > I only just got round to sending possible content for the Monitor. My hard
drive crashed and I have been fixing the problem (new drive/re-install all the
programs/restore files from various backups) ( Roy Cartwright. )
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JE0rvnvFWIk
2 > Hi Larry! http://www.reddit.com/r/earthporn/ A collection of gorgeous hi-res
photos of “Mother Nature in all of her succulent beauty.” Who needs National
Geographic? (Bob Kearns)
3 > Subject: Safari 2012 Photo Submission Reminder:
On behalf of the Northumberland Photography Club, I would like to thank you for
your participation in Safari 2012, and hope you enjoyed the day’s activities. At the
end of the workshop we announced that a special “slideshow” will be prepared
and posted on the NPC website, in June, to allow participants to share their
images with others.
If you would like to submit any of your Safari images, please email them to
safari@northumberlandphoto.ca by May 28, 2012.
You may submit up to 9 images. Images should be resized so that they are no
more than 1920 pixels wide and no more than 1080 pixels high and saved in JPEG
format. All images should be renamed to include your name, the name of the
location and the image title.
Name your images as follows: Photographer’s Name_Location_Image Title. e.g.
AndreasGada_TrinityUnitedChurch_OrganPipes
All submitted images remain the property of the photographer, and will be
credited to the photographer, based on the information provided in the image
name as illustrated in the sample slide. (Andreas Gada - NPC Technical Director)
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4 > The Beauty of Pollination. Someone sent me this and the vidiography (is that
the word for it?) is breath-taking. I know some of our members are interested in
video photography. (Susanne Pacey)
5 > Hello Everyone: I have been asked by a few members who had volunteered
to run and what positions they were running for. Below is the list of positions and
the volunteers for each position. You are free to volunteer for any of the 5
positions but we really need someone to volunteer for the Secretary and
Outreach position otherwise the Executive Committee will have to work without
these positions. As before, You can call or e-mail any of the Nomination
Committee to volunteer. The Members are Diego Fabris, Bob Bell, Dawn Knudsen
and Howard Goodfellow. (Thanks, Diego Fabris)
6 > Special thanks to the following NPC members and businesses for making
Safari 2012 a success with their generous donations:
Elaine Amenta, Bonnie Brown, Debbie Funchion and Steeltime Limited, Jeff
Gardner, Alasdair Gillespie, Larry Keeley, Dawn Knudsen, Richard Looye,
Mercury Chocolates, Northumberland Photography Club, Brenda Nutter, Mary
Talbot, Sharon Thompson, The Monitor, Northumberland Photography Club
Newsletter,

Thanks very much. We appreciated your donation(s).
Door Prize Coordinator Safari 2012 – (Bryan Marjoram)
7 > The Cobourg Seniors' association Presents: “ Picasa Instruction”
Instruction in the photo storing/sharing/modifying program Picasa started on May
22nd., 1 p.m. at the Market Building in Cobourg. The next instruction on Picasa
starts on Tuesday May 22 at 1pm in Market Building.The following classes will be
on Mondays at 1pm.
Ivanhoe will be doing his usual great job as the volunteer instructor. $ 10.00
This instruction is available to Seniors who will admit to being 55 years of age or
older. There will be 6 classes. (Posted by Bob Robertson.)

8 > What's New this Month at Ultimate Photo Tips? Water Photography."Water. It
has no colour. It's transparent. It's common. Doesn't sound too promising as a
photographic subject, does it? Yet in spite of these seemingly uninspiring
characteristics, water photography can provide you with endless possibilities in
countless situations for making interesting images."
READ MORE: http://www.ultimate-photo-tips.com/water-photography.html
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Debbie Function submits this photo essay:
“I love Mother’s Day, and this year was no exception. Family and friends were
part of the day as my hubby likes to surprise me. It is the day I am pampered with
doing whatever I want to and the cooking and dishes are for someone else to do;
so I love this day. In the afternoon, my friend Carol and I went with our cameras –
Destination: Wilmot Creek Conservation Area. Purpose: In search of trilliums and
to enjoy ourselves. Weather: Beautiful. We first followed the meandering creek
where the fiddleheads, ferns and garlic mustard in white bloom were springing up
everywhere. Moss, marsh marigolds and some yellow dandelions added a nice
splash of yellow to the colour palette… magical and we soaked it in. We hiked
some more, and after a steep climb up the embankment, we immersed ourselves
in the coolness of the forest, much welcomed by now. We wandered here and
there and came across some jack-in-the-pulpit plants. Interesting how they grow.
Of course, I had to have a little peak inside them. Off we set again. Finally a nice
stretch of trilliums came into view, our goal reached. We dabbled there for a
while, clicking away. They sure are a lovely sight when they encompass a large
area, but we didn’t see any red ones, so we hiked some more and were rewarded.
More photos were taken. I told Carol we probably should head back now, it must
be at least an hour we’ve been gone. Upon checking my watch, it had been 2 ½
hrs. Time sure does fly when you are having fun.”
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Yes, I have returned. No, I did not go away. Just doing other things (what else is
there in life but taking images?). I did get out but it was the morning that the club
went to Hoskin Farms, so this is what I got, an old Austin A20 I believe, is found
by a barn north on Ridgeview Rd, which is east of Vernnville Road on Telephone
Rd. The second image is…. I will let you guess where that is. Eight days later I
was up to Toronto and shot some images of the cityscape from the islands.
These were taken I believe between 5:30 pm and 8:20 pm. Some of the shots look
as if they were shot very late in the evening but were not. One of these images I
sent as a Photographer’s Choice for last month but will be seen this upcoming
month.
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That’s it for now as I leave for Iceland in 23
hours and I still have to pack. I will try to
send some images and short notes during
my stay there.

And now to Iceland>>>>>>
Well, to begin with, the ancient Norse Gods were happy to see me return, as they put on
a special arrival surprise for me. There was bright sunshine, dramatic clouds moving
across the deep blue sky with a slight gentle onshore breeze (30 mph gusts to 45),,
temperature of 0C (plus figure in the wind chill) and snow. What more could a Canadian
ask for??? The perfect greeting, like returning home. The two images I am including
(below) were taken at the new opera house, one, inside, of the ceiling, the other looking
from the harbour across the bay to the hills. Oh, yes, that is snow. It snowed all day in
the mountains.
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Travels With Al…… cont’d….
“ ……I had a problem the first night with the wireless as I could receive e-mail,
however I could not send any out, so you got it one day late. This is now Wednesday. I
bet you are wondering ‘when am I going to get my first foss (waterfall).’ Well, I got a
number of them; however, I like this one best as it flowed under the road.
There is no name for it, as
I was, as usual, not on the
main road. I am in
Stykkisholmur which is a
fishing town, so I have
some of the dock action
unloading of the catch.
We have 18 1/2 hours of
daylight today and will
have an extra 12-1/2
minutes added each day.
As it is almost 7:45 pm
and I have not eaten since
this morning, I think I will
go down to the sea and
have some of that fresh catch. Until later then, and as some say, “cheers.”
Thursday evening here in Iceland. The
day started off overcast and damp and
stayed that way most of the day. Me
and the little Skoda, made it over the
pass. The road report showed it as
questionable, but, hell, I am from the
land of ice and snow. I was not going
to let a little thing like a possible road
closure stop me from going where I
wanted to go and it didn’t. I arrived at
my destination, set up and began to
shoot. I will admit that the conditions were not the best. It was a little bit windy, sun was
popping in and out from behind the moving clouds, and one other thing: Snow. I, your
intrepid traveler, soldiered on like the true trooper that I am and got this image of the
Barnafoss gorge.
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Travels With Al…….The snow was not the light fluffy kind; rather, the hard pellet kind
with a wind behind it. Afterwards, I drove around the mountain to where I am staying,
took some images around the farm, had supper, worked some images and took this last
one before I turned in for the night. I took it at 10:27 pm and didn’t brighten it up. It was
as light out as if it were 7:30 pm your time. Have to go. Sun- up comes early around
here. It looks like I have lost the internet. Will post Friday.
Ed. note: More of Al’s Icelandic images will be included in the summer edition of the
Monitor.

Wally Zeisig has captured and sends
these four images:
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Toronto Zoo Outing Photos.
David O’Rourke’s photos:
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Alasdair Gillespie Photos:
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Elaine Amenta’s Safari photos:

Inkwell

Hat and cloak
Blue Jacket

“Organ Pipes”
Safari Outing photo
submitted by
Andreas Gada
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Nice work, Brian!
Well done!!!
Two years ago, Brian Hart had what I imagine was a pensive moment during which a thought
occurred to him. I can just hear him thinking to himself: “It is time. I can do this.”And in
September of 2010, Brian became the president of the Northumberland Photography Club. No
one – at least no one in their right mind, jumps hurriedly to such a decision and I’m sure Brian
thoughtfully weighed the pros and cons of making this move: How would this impact on his
home life? How much time would be taken from being with his family? What would be
expected of him as president? Would he be able to make a worthwhile contribution to the
club’s management and its overall development? Could he share his vision of what makes a
club strong and encourages people to join and become active members? I suspect the
managerial skills he learned as an engineer, as well as his passion for photography, gave him
the confidence he needed to take on this responsibility.
From the onset of his two-year term as president, Brian’s congenial personality earned him
the respect and support of our club’s members and his determination to improve his own
photography skills served as a model for others to follow. At no time did he ever waiver from
his belief that a club is only as strong as its most inactive member(s) and he continually urged
all of us to “get involved”, to “get the most out of your membership.”
To say he succeeded is a huge understatement! Thanks to his leadership, ours is one of the
fastest growing and most active memberships of any photography club in Eastern Ontario.
Our constitution has been revised and strengthened and our executive has been expanded to
include a more varied program. Our executive members have been spurned on by his
enthusiasm and our Outreach efforts are providing opportunities to share photographic skills
with others in this community, while our monthly outings offer a great variety of photographic
opportunities. Our exhibitions and workshops are well attended and supported by our
members. From a member’s point of view, his term of office has been time well spent. On
behalf of the entire membership, one united voice cries out: “Nice work, Brian. Well

done!!!”
(Again, my thanks to all who sent materials for this issue of our newsletter.)

